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Nicknamed'The Roaring
Twenties', this is a period
of prosperity with the

The growth of the railways
opened up new territories

TheWall
Street Crash.
(See below).

First Bank of the
United States is
formed by central
Government after
unification.

for economic
development.

The US overtakes
Britain as the world's
largest economy.
Why? New inventions
(telephone, typewriter)
and natural resources.

rapid growth of the
automobile industry -
Ford are producing a
car every 10 seconds!
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55 Anyone who
bought stocks.

S 1929 saw an economic crisis in the fr.S. with the Wall
Strcet Grash. ln March this year lr.S. bank Bear Sterns
collapsed. Gould history be repeating itself?
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in mid-1929 and
held onto them
saw most ol his
adult lile pass
by belore getting
back to even. ?l
RICHHRD M.  SFLSMRN.
FMERICHN ECONOMIST

ln the 1920s, stocks and shares were a good investment.

lAt the time it was possible to buy stocks and shares on
lcredit, just like you can buy a car or sofa now. This was
cal led 'buying on the margin'  and i t  meant that speculators*
could sell their shares before paying what they owed. In
1929, the Wall Street stock market crashed, plunging* the
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Who is the man at the centre ol the picture? How does he teel? Why?

world economy into crisis. By the winter of 1932, America
was in a recession*. This started 'The Great Deoression'
with 13 mi l l ion people unemployed. Li fe got tough. One
New York family set up home in a cave in Central Park.
In Missouri ,  many people l ived in shacks* made from old
metal or boxes.



Phrasal verbs

The Great
Depression
- the worst
economic crisis
in America's
history.

World War ll
creates jobs in
manufacturing and
production for six
million women.

Postwar prosperity
- the golden era of
American capitalism.
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The rise of the
dotcom company.
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Central banks lowered interest
rates to help the global
economy recover from the

a terrorist attacks of
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ff lt's a really
dicey- moment
we've come to.tt
IU ILL IFM FLECHENSTEIN .
M O N E V  M R N F G E R .
S E H T T L E .  U S F

IIJFNT TO HNOIIJ MORE FBOUT
T H E  C R E D I T  C R U N C H ?  T U R N
THE P f lGE  FOR OUR EUIBE.

9/11 and the dotcom
crash. Cheap debt

is easy to get.

"  
l t  came down to feeding my family or keeping the

I 
house, so I got rid of the house." That's what the

12008 credit  crunch means to many ordinary
people. Why has the credit crunch come now?
Just l ike in 1929, i t 's al l  about debt.  As house
prices soared in the 1990s, fewer people could
afford to buy. Banks and other lenders created new
types of mortgages which al lowed people to buy
without any deposit* (called sub-prime mortgages):
between mid-2005 and mid-2006, almost half  of
first-time buyers paid no deposit at all. But this left
them vulnerable when interest rates* went uo and
house prices dropped by 100/0. And the banks are
vulnerable too. In March. Bear Sterns. the U.Sis
fifth largest investment bank collapsed due to its
heavy investment in sub-prime mortgages.
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What is this man's iob? How does he leel? Why?
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